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¾ Both RB and HVOF show subsurface crack deflection and bifurcation within the interlayer 
(RB) or along the interface (HVOF).
¾ Why do cracks deflect as they approach steel layer?
¾ Crack approaching hard material from softer material would decelerate, deflect (giving a 
drop in driving force at crack tip) and finally arrest - beneficial to fatigue resistance
¾ Interface integrity poor in HVOF (grit-blasting) could act as weak path for continued 
propagation despite deflection - does this affect our FE assumption and lining 
stresses/strains?
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Material properties and geometry:
• HVOF coating stronger/harder than equivalent RB lining and shows apparent improved 
fatigue performance in terms of strain lifetimes for the lining top surface.
• Differences in component architecture and material properties should be taken into account –
effectively testing under different stress/strain conditions.
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• HVOF coating thought to be more initiation resistant due to finer Sn distribution, but new 
initiation sites - pores/unmelt boundaries and Sn-rich regions
• Propagation around Unmelt/Sn boundaries in HVOF propagation - weak interface
• Similar da/dN in RB and HVOF (HVOF tested at effectively higher stresses)
• Subsurface crack deflection along HVOF  interface - weak coating/steel interface 
=>  may  mean that estimated strains/stresses at higher loads not likely to be achieved 
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• Recommendations for improved fatigue performance of lining:
• Reduction of porosity in HVOF coating likely to delay onset of initiation
• Reduce unmelts. Currently difficult as unmelts are tradeoffs from improved  manufacturing 
process
• Interface integrity between the coating and grit blasted steel should be improved (but still 
ensuring good adherence of the spray coating)
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